
Let LSI Industries help you tailor the
image of your Petroleum Fueling Stations
and the message you send to your
customers

 

 

 

Lighting is the #1 factor in determining what your customers see when they look at your site. And
customers have a variety of questions as they make the decision whether or not to pull into your



facility. Does it provide high quality products? Is it a modern facility with the latest amenities and
services? Will it be easy to quickly get what they want and move on? Are you an environmentally-
conscious supplier that minimizes energy consumption? Is it safe?

Unfortunately, there is no one lighting solution that satisfies the needs of all potential customers as
they drive past. Priorities are different for each different individual, but they can also vary by street,
by neighborhood, by region, even by country.

Fortunately, LSI has the broadest range of LED lighting and graphics products in the petrol industry to
allow you to tailor the appearance of your entire site to the desires of your customers, whatever and
wherever they are. LSI LED products give you:

Bright, attractive yet energy-efficient canopies (see image 2)              

Whether you are looking to maximize energy savings or wanting to provide the most brilliantly-lit
canopy possible, LSI has the right product for you. With a range of light output packages from 8,000
to 20,000 lumens and multiple distributions (all available at over 100 lumens per watt) you can have
just the right amount of light for your image. Add adjustable accent lights for dispensers and other
vertical surfaces plus built-in motion and daylight sensors and you can have attractive curb appeal
while still saving 50 to 75% over the energy cost of traditional HID fixtures. Available with a variety of
mounting options for quick, easy installation into any style canopy.

Uniformly-lit forecourts with backlight cutoff (see images 3)

LSI’s high-performance LED optical systems provide smooth, even illumination, even from widely or
irregularly spaced poles, allowing you to lower light levels (and increase energy savings) while still
creating bright, attractive areas. Available in a variety of attractive styles, all with precision backlight
control to eliminate stray light from neighboring properties.

Bright store interiors with sharply lit shelves and displays (see image 4)

LSI has a complete package of interior LED lighting fittings to make all of your products jump off the
shelves. Recessed T-grid fittings (available in both Metric and English dimensions) provide high lux
levels, on horizontal surfaces as well as walls and vertical shelves and displays. Accent lights are
available in both recessed track heads and linear strip designs to provide punch to special products or
graphics or architectural features like coves or counters.

Graphic Elements – What you light is as important as how you light it

No other lighting company can supply you with a wide range of signs and graphics to be illuminated.
From pump toppers (illuminated or non-illuminated), logos on trash receptacles and other exterior
signs to menu boards and point-of-sale interior graphics, LSI can supply a complete image package.

LSI Industries – The most complete lighting and graphics supplier for the petroleum
industry
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LSI Industries is the world’s largest supplier of LED petroleum lighting, with 14 facilities across the
U.S. and Canada and sales outlets around the world. LSI is fully vertically integrated and highly
automated, allowing us to control every step of the design and manufacturing process to supply the
highest quality and most rigorously testing fittings available.

Contact LSI for complete information on the above products, and a whole lot more. The LSI LED
package also includes lights for car washes, floodlights, landscape lighting, indoor/outdoor designer
lights, industrial and warehouse lighting, cooler and freezer lights, parking garage fittings, emergency
lights and more. Plus a complete line of traditional fluorescent and HID fittings. 

Please visit our website at www.lsi-industries.com or contact us at info@lsi-industries.com.

Contact information
LSI Industries Inc.
10000 Alliance Road
Cincinnati, OH 45242
United States
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